Different studies have recently emphasized the importance of deploying clustering schemes in Vehicular ad hoc Network (VANET) to overcome challenging problems related to scalability, frequent topology changes, scarcity of spectrum resources, maintaining clusters stability, and rational spectrum management. However, most of these studies addressed the clustering problem using conventional performance metrics while spectrum shortage, and the combination of spectrum trading and VANET architecture have not been tackled so far. Thus, this paper presents a new fuzzy logic based clustering control scheme to support scalability, enhance the stability of the network topology, motivate spectrum owners to share spectrum and provide efficient and cost-effective use of spectrum. Unlike existing studies, our context-aware scheme is based on multi-criteria decision making where fuzzy logic is adopted to rank the multi-attribute candidate nodes for optimizing the selection of cluster heads (CH)s. Criteria related to each candidate node include: received signal strength, speed of vehicle, vehicle location, spectrum price, reachability, and stability of node. Our model performs efficiently, exhibits faster recovery in response to topology changes and enhances the network efficiency life time. Index Terms-Clustering architecture, Cognitive network, Fuzzy logic, Multi-criteria decision making, Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
N OWADAYS, the rapid growth of the world population is indelibly tightly coupled with the massive growth in vehicular communications deployment and application. Recent advances in wireless communication technologies has led to the development of new communication paradigms where vehicles can communicate with each other, i.e., VANET, with the required infrastructure [1] . VANET supports a plethora of safety and non-safety related applications [1] , [2] . However, these applications require low latency, and high-reliability communication at appropriate overall data rates.
Furthermore, a timely update of the network topology is a significant requirement for the operation of safety applications Manuscript in this network. VANETs pose challenges related to their specific characteristics that distinguish them from other wireless networks. Beside the high mobility, the irregular distribution of nodes leads to frequent VANET partitions, particularly in highway scenarios [1] - [4] . Furthermore, the transmission range of vehicles is short, which reduces connectivity [1] - [4] . Hence, supporting dynamic data traffic in VANET cannot be guaranteed. Frequent network partitioning results in frequent intermittent connections that may lead to severe packet loss and significant latency [4] .
In addition, VANETs are non-structured, autonomous, totally decentralized self-configured networks with distributed characteristics nodes [1] - [4] . These properties make resource management a challenging problem. Maintaining a global network topology in a centralized entity is essential in order to manage a large-scale VANET in a metropolitan area.
Indeed, VANET stability, reachability, and lifetime are among the most important challenges, facing the reliability, efficiency and feasibility of VANET, within growing arrays of applications and opportunities [3] , [4] . As the topology changes rapidly and continuously, critical issues such as prolonging network lifetime and spectrum scarcity become a key element in maintaining predictable performance.
Although flat network topology has been accepted reasonably previously, there has been recently a dramatic increase to access the limited spectrum of VANETs. This has strained the effectiveness of the traditional flat network topology. Hence, a hierarchical network topology, termed cluster, has been a potential option for managing VANETs.
Clustering architecture is one of the most deployed mechanisms that has been used to enhance the reliability, and prolong the lifetime of VANET. In cluster-based VANET, vehicles are divided into small clusters according to some rules, where vehicles in each cluster are managed by the CH that is in charge of the entire communication operation in the cluster, spectrum management and medium access control. The architecture provides many advantages over other architectures. These include:
r Data aggregation: CH gathers data from all vehicles in a cluster to eliminate redundant information and generate the final road status and conditions. r Communication overhead minimization: each node needs to communicate only with CH.
r Easy to manage: each road is divided into segments and a CH is selected to manage each segment. 0018-9545 © 2019 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See https://www.ieee.org/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
r Enhancing network scalability and bandwidth management efficiency. In VANET, the selection of a CH is a pivotal step that significantly influences the reliability and lifetime of the network. In fact, CH selection becomes more challenging especially when the selection process involves multiple criteria such as spectrum price, CH speed, and centrality.
To prolong the lifetime of the formed clusters and enhance reachability, despite the high mobility of nodes, the clustering scheme should be completely decentralized and capable of constructing a virtual cluster-based topology, aiming at minimizing the reselection of the CH, and evade rebuilding the whole network.
A novel multi-attributes decision making scheme is introduced in this paper for efficient selection of CH. Fuzzy logic [5] , [6] is adopted in this scheme to automate the determination of an appropriate CH from a set of alternatives and options. Generally, spectrum scarcity is the most serious challenge in VANET [4] . This is due to a dramatic increase in the number of infotainment applications such as multimedia based services, and phone support via an online store, and video streaming [2] - [4] . To cope with this challenge, many countries allow users to access the unused spectrum provided that they make monetary payment to spectrum owners [4] .
Our key contributions in this paper are threefold. First, we propose a new distributed clustering algorithm focused on VANET's lifetime and link stability. Lifetime is mainly defined by the operation time of CH and cluster, and the low rate of cluster reconstruction. Maintaining link stability is an important metric for measuring the performance of VANET, since nodes tend to be disconnected in a dynamic topology. Link stability indicates the robustness and the longevity of the link between nodes.
Prolonging lifetime of VANET is achieved by adopting the Sugeno fuzzy integral for selecting CH. Our clustering scheme will form clusters with minimum cost, high quality of service (QoS) and relatively minimal velocity between each CH and its members. Second, to deal with the spectrum scarcity, a spectrum trading scheme is proposed to motivate spectrum owners to hire out their free spectrum. Spectrum availability for VANETs in urban scenarios is crucial for devising an efficient VANET network. Third, QoS provisioning is guaranteed by efficiently utilizing the spectrum resource of a licensed band and selecting a CH that is able to provide good service for cluster members.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents related work. Section III outlines a VANET model and assumptions for a typical highway scenario. Section IV introduces a new fuzzy control scheme for vehicles clustering. Section V validates the accuracy of the proposed scheme using a simulator and analyzes the capabilities of adopting the fuzzy scheme for prolonging VANET lifetime. Finally, Section VI concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Currently, VANET is the most popular instance of intelligent transportation systems proposed to promote road safety, and also offer smart and entertainment applications as well.
Unfortunately, they are faced with more challenges compared to other wireless networks, due to high mobility of vehicles, absence of architectures and the highly dynamic network topology. Furthermore, nodes in VANET must contend with limited spectral bandwidth. In such challenging communication environments, infrastructure based VANETs are able to provide quick solution for most of these problems. The use of access points in VANETs facilitates the management of network resources in a relatively simple manner and enhances connectivity. In order to reduce the costs of deploying a large number of access points in large-scale deployments in the real world and to achieve the benefits of infrastructure-based VANETs, a hierarchical network topology, termed clustering, has been suggested. In this case, nodes are divided into virtual groups using clustering algorithms, and for each group, one node (CH) is elected as a centralized entity to manage intra-cluster communication arrangements.
A. Clustering in VANET
Nowadays, there are many important applications that adopt clustering architecture to manage communication in VANET. Clustering aims to enhance scalability and reliability in the network by converting the network structure from flat into hierarchical one [47] . In Cluster-based VANET, virtual network infrastructure is created without the need for a traditional dedicated expensive wireless network infrastructure. Many security applications [48] , [49] have exploited clustering architecture for detecting certain intrusion and threats in VANETs. In order to mitigate scalability in VANET, many routing protocols have exploited clustering architecture [50] , [51] . More efficient spectrum management is one benefit facilitated by cluster-based VANETs. Thus, various medium access control (MAC) protocols have adopted clustering architecture since it enables CH to manage spectrum access among nodes efficiently. CHs were widely used to coordinate spectrum access among nodes [52] . In safety applications, clustering architecture has been proposed to enable fast dissemination of safety messages [4] . Furthermore, CHs were widely used for quality of service (QoS) assurance [53] . Recently, a great deal of emphasis has been placed exploring clustering in VANET. However, clustering algorithms have yet to overcome some challenges related to the high dynamicity of VANET.
B. Clustering Metrics
Several cluster algorithms have been proposed to divide vehicles into clusters and select a CH with the aim of enhancing reliability and network life time. These algorithms have to be robust to nodes mobility where they frequently leave or join clusters. In fact, the key success of VANET revolves around maintaining its stability, where the clustering scheme is a key element to provide reliable communication in VANET. Frequent cluster collapse and sudden changes in cluster topology are among the most challenging issues in clustering algorithms. Authors in [7] proposed a new architecture for VANET based on multi-hop clustering. In the proposed clustering scheme, CH is selected based on its speed and connectivity with other nodes. In [8] , a cellular network is used to transmit vehicles' data. Furthermore, the base station selects a CH based on the number of hops. A software-defined networking (SDN) enabled 5G VANET is used in [9] to support the increasing traffic and to improve VANET management. VANET is divided into clusters according to road conditions. Throughput rate and moving speed are used to select CH for each cluster. In order to prolong cluster lifetime in VANETs, a genetic algorithm is used in [10] to select a suitable CH. A D-hop clustering algorithm is used in [11] to create clusters with an adaptive size according to the mobility of vehicles. Each vehicle has at most D hops to connect with the CH. Each vehicle selects its CH based on relative mobility.
Several metrics are used in [12] to select CH for urban scenarios. These metrics include vehicle's moving direction, relative position, and link lifetime estimation. In addition, authors proposed a new clustering scheme for VANET in [13] . The main concern of the proposed scheme is maintaining the stability of clusters in VANET. The proposed scheme considers the distance and velocity as criteria for creating a stable clusters structure. Under another umbrella, authors in [14] proposed a clustering scheme for VANET. The proposed scheme utilizes the affinity propagation algorithm for forming clusters and considers typical vehicular mobility in order to maintain the stability of clusters.
Authors in [15] analyzed the performance of VANET with clustering architecture. They presented an analytical model for VANET that incorporates MAC protocol operations, channel conditions, and the moving pattern of vehicles. In [16] , authors addressed low efficiency of cluster-based communication. A coalition-based clustering strategy was proposed. The proposed scheme considers the relative velocity, relative position, and the bandwidth availability ratio for cluster formation. The vehicles decide whether to join a cluster or not, based on the coalition utility. In [17] , a new clustering technique was proposed for VANET on highways with the aim of enhancing clusters stability. The proposed scheme takes into account speed difference as a parameter to create a relatively stable cluster structure for cluster formation. A new method for estimating traffic volume for VANET was proposed in [18] . Specifically, traffic information is collected from different groups of vehicles using a new clustering algorithm. This information is disseminated to the roadside cloud. CH is selected based on its position, average speed, and neighborhood degree (i.e., number of neighbors).
In [19] , the neighborhood relationship between vehicles is considered for CH selection. Each vehicle selects the most stable node as its CH. The relative mobility attribute is used to quantify the stability of vehicle. In [20] , authors proposed a unified framework for vehicles clustering in VANET. The framework is composed of three important parts, namely, neighbor sampling, CH selection, and cluster maintenance. Three clustering metrics were used to select CH, namely: vehicle relative position, relative velocity, and link lifetime. VANET and 3G networks were integrated in [21] using mobile gateways (i.e., vehicles). The vehicles are clustered dynamically in VANET according to different metrics including received signal strength, the direction of movement of vehicles and their inter-vehicular distance.
In [22] , the sensors attached to vehicles were used to share road status among vehicles and roadside infrastructure.
Several metrics were used to group vehicles into clusters. These metrics include: velocity, number of neighbors, and connectivity. Authors proposed a clustering scheme to increase throughput of VANET in [23] . CH manages the spectrum and assigns free channels to cluster members. Three algorithms were proposed in [24] for extending VANETs' lifetime. These algorithms include: Cluster-Based Lifetime Routing (CBLTR) protocol, Intersection Dynamic VANET Routing (IDVR) protocol, and Control Overhead Reduction Algorithm (CORA). In the CBLTR protocol, a CH is selected based on maximum Lifetime of VANET. The main concern of the IDVR protocol is extending route stability, increasing average throughput of VANET, and reducing delay. The CORA algorithm attempts to reduce control overhead messages that are required for clusters formation. A centralized clustering scheme was proposed in [25] . The scheme integrates IEEE 802.11p and LTE to achieve clustering and to coordinate message delivery. Regional information is collected to perform centralized clustering.
The recent years have witnessed a tremendous rise in VANETs' applications leading to increasing demand for spectrum. Thus, the spectrum availability is one of the most important challenges while deploying a real VANET [54] . For cluster-based VANET, CH have to pay for getting spectrum. As a result, nodes need to pay the CH for spectrum access. Thus, the spectrum price becomes one of the most important criteria for CH selection.
C. Emerging Applications of the Proposed Clustering Scheme
Some VANET applications require significant computing power and have constrained time delays. However, the computational capabilities of vehicles are limited [62] . Cloud-based VANETs is a promising technology that has been adopted to improve the performance of VANET applications. In [39] , authors proposed a cloud-based mobile-edge computing (MEC) off-loading framework in VANET to reduce the latency and transmission cost of computation off-loading. MEC servers predict the processing time to complete the offloading vehicles' tasks. The design and performance of a new distributed and adaptive resource management controller that adopts Cognitive Radio and soft-input/soft-output for data fusion in VANET was performed and conducted in [40] .
Energy and computing-limited car smart phones are used by the controller to utilize available Vehicular-to-Infrastructure WiFi connections for performing traffic offloading towards local or remote Clouds.
Recently, researchers have begun investigating artificial intelligence methods at the network edge to improve communication reliability, quality of resource allocation in MEC, make fast and accurate decisions, support QoS provision, optimize the mobile edge caching and collaborative computation offloading, and preserve network security and data privacy [55] - [59] , [62] .
Our management scheme supports a computation transfer VANET, by utilizing available Vehicular-to-Infrastructure WiFi connections. In order to obtain results faster, a CH splits up the task and distributes smaller ones between cloud-based mobile edge computing and automobile terminals.
The goal of VANET offloading is to relay cellular networks' data though VANET [61] . The coverage of cellular networks will be extended using the offloading mechanism, and the expense for using the cellular network will be reduced. In [41] , authors proposed new cooperative traffic transmission algorithm in a joint 4G cellular network and VANET network where VANET nodes cooperate with the 4G cellular network infrastructure by routing a portion of the cellular traffic. Furthermore, an analytical study was presented to quantify how much traffic can be offloaded from a 4G cellular network. In [42] , a new model was proposed to evaluate the offloading potential of using VANET from the cellular network. An analytical study was presented in [43] to discuss the capacity of the VANET. Link quality was considered in the proposed model. Our architecture supports relaying cellular network traffic by utilizing unused spectrum for offloading and providing stable VANET architecture. For VANET offloading, a CH can serve as a local central management entity to perform offloading communication arrangement.
Ultra-dense networks (UDNs) were proposed to meet the explosively increasing demands on spectrum [45] . One of the solutions for addressing the demand for high speed wireless communication services in fifth generation mobile communication networks (5G), is ultra-dense networks (UDNs), which are now deploying small cell stations. Authors in [44] , proposed a new scheme for maximizing capacity of UDNs. The main goal of the proposed scheme is finding the best strategy for delivering content either over long range connectivity or short range, while guaranteeing the QoS constraints. Furthermore, authors suggested an algorithm for traffic offloading with orthogonal channels and spectrum allocation. Authors in [45] studied mobile edge computation offloading (MECO) in UDN and proposed a new heuristic greedy offloading scheme as a solution. The results showed the need for superior performance in conducting computation offloading over multiple MEC servers. However, the massive deployment of small base stations will certainly increase co-cell interference, which degrade network performance significantly. Our scheme may be used to simplify the topology of UDNs besides resource management, and interference cancellation in UDNs.
There are significant differences in our approach not only due to considering the spectrum cost for selecting CH but also due to studying the impact of selecting CH on the stability of clustering architectures in VANET, under different conditions. The problem of selecting a CH from a number of competing candidates is a discrete decision making problem in which multiple conflicting criteria have to be considered simultaneously. Our proposed CH selection scheme presumes a trade-off between different criteria. A trade-off between the multiple objectives of the CH selection problem is usually inevitable. Hence, to meet one objective, we usually have to give up another objective. For this problem, we are interested in searching for a robust pareto-optimal solution that represents a trade-off between the various objectives of the CH selection problem. Conflicting criteria (i.e., objectives) are evaluated first. Then, an aggregator operator is used for blending different criteria for optimum selection of CHs. In our work, the fuzzy Sugeno integral is used for the first time, as an aggregation operator to deal with the inconsistent ranking problem of CHs caused by conflicting criteria.
VANET faces the challenge of spectrum shortage [26] . To tackle this challenge, we combine spectrum trading and the VANET architecture, where the spectrum can be hired out to drivers. This combination resolves the spectrum scarcity problem and supports a wide range of applications such as improving road safety, internet access, multimedia (e.g., audio/video), and data applications. We illustrate the trade-off between the stability of VANET and the cost of spectrum. Previous studies [7] - [25] assumed spectrum availability for VANET. Moreover, they assumed unlicensed access to spectrum is free and spectrum owners do not get any financial benefits. Therefore, spectrum owners are not motivated to share their spectrum since they are not compensated for spectrum usage. In our work, each CH has unused spectrum with certain probability, which it would like to lease to drivers. Drivers prefer a CH that offers the lowest spectrum price, which results in price competition among CHs. However, if a CH quotes a low price, the likelihood of leasing spectrum increases, but at the cost of generating less revenue.
In our scheme, the game theory is adopted to model the price competition problem. Our model captures uncertain spectrum availability, and performs significant and faster recovery in response to topology changes. This requires efficient clusters configuration. Furthermore, the scheme should consider different attributes of candidates for selecting CH such as spectrum price, signal strength, stability, velocity, centroid, quality of service, and reachability. In our work, we holistically address all these attributes by devising an adequate adaptive clustering management mechanism.
In summary, an alternative clustering architecture is proposed for prolonging VANETs' lifetime, where stable clusters are formed based on radio environment fluctuations and uncertainty, as well as the heterogeneity of environment parameters such as, QoS requirements, clustering cost, speed, location, direction, etc. Consequently, it is vital to adopt a fuzzy logic based CH selection algorithm to create hierarchical architecture that considers both architecture cost and QoS requirements. The proposed architecture provides more effective support for diverse applications such as spectrum trading, UDNs, intersection collision avoidance, safety applications, entertainment, and traffic jam warning. The proposed scheme integrates the economical use of the radio-frequency spectrum, QoS constraints, and features of wireless network into a ubiquitous technology.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
The roads in the city are modeled as graph G. Each road is assumed to be unidirectional with multiple lanes. The graph G consists of edge set E and vertex set R. Edge e i,j represents the road over intersection r i and intersection r j . Each road is divided into segments and each segment is divided into cells.
We assume that the arrival of vehicles at the edge e i,j follows a Poisson process with arrival rate λ i,j . Cell c i is modeled as ON/OFF alternating renewal process, ON period indicates that the i th cell is occupied and OFF period implies that the cell is unoccupied. s i is the state of i th cell and it is defined as:
Current vehicular density d i for link e i,j is computed as follows:
where m is the number of cells in link e i,j . Link status vector is defined as:
An example of the system model is shown in Fig. 1 . Three clusters, in each, the CH leases spectrum from roadside mesh points/base station (BST) to serve cluster members. The CHs act as gateways towards the Radio Network Controller (RNC) and beyond.
Vehicles move in the city at a random and slowly changing
Each driver decelerates when the traffic reaches critical vales λ C i,j as follows:
Each vehicle moves straight until it reaches another section where a driver has to choose the next direction to north, south, east and west with probability Z n , Z s , Z e , Z w . The following condition must be met:
In VANET, each vehicle has a unique ID, which can be the MAC address of the node. VANET infrastructure is represented by a wireless mesh network where each CH (i.e., mobile gateways) is a mesh router. For clear exposition, the primary notations used in our model are summarized in Table I . 
IV. PROPOSED CLUSTER-BASED ROAD MANAGEMENT
In this section, we present our proposed cluster management scheme and a detailed algorithm for traffic conditions dissemination system. In our scheme, the traffic management system is conducted on two levels: local (cluster) and global (the whole VANET). Road information is managed as follows: Upon receiving a new link status, drivers may take one of the following actions:
Accelerate the vehicle speed. Decelerate the speed of vehicle. Change the route to destination.
A. Proposed Control Clustering Scheme
Our clustering scheme consists of neighbor discovery, a cluster setup, and cluster formation phase that will be addressed, in turn, as follows.
1) Neighbor Discovery: VANET is one type of mobile ad hoc network and neighbors are a set of nodes that exist within radio range of an available node. Our clustering scheme is divided into rounds. Each vehicle moving on the road broadcasts a message that contains the node ID at the beginning of each clustering round. Here, we assume each node has a unique ID, which can be the MAC address of the node. Each CH generates a table that contains neighbors' IDs and the details criteria related to each node. Criteria related to each neighbor node include: received signal strength, speed of vehicle, and vehicle location. The neighbors set, for node i is defined as follows:
where S(i, j) is the power of the received signal at node i from j th node. When a node i hears a beacon from neighbor j, it gets a triple stimulus:
where t is the current time, d i,j is the distance between the node i and the neighbor j and Þ j is the position of node j. Each vehicle receives a sequence of such triples. Our scheme estimates a new position of candidate CH using a Kalman filter.
2) Cluster Setup Phase: VANET is partitioned into multiple segments. Each segment has a CH responsible for data aggregation and alert message dissemination. The performance of VANET depends on CH selection. For each segment in the link, the CH is rotated periodically among existing vehicles in the segment. In order to select a CH, most existing clustering schemes only consider position, speed, and direction of vehicles regardless of spectrum cost, and QoS level. Furthermore, they neglect spectrum management at each cluster. Additionally, most of these schemes mistreat collaborative data processing between nodes. In our work, each node has freedom to become CH. At this phase, each candidate node broadcasts a message to its neighbors if it tends to become a CH. The message contains the input parameters for CH selection. Our scheme considers the following attributes:
1) Speed of vehicle: Ideal CH is one with the lowest speed. A slower vehicle would stay longer within the confines of the cluster compared with a higher speed vehicle. Slowmoving CH covers less distance and has more stability than other CHs. Each CH knows its speed. The evaluation value of vehicle's speed is defined as follows:
2) Stability of CH: Our scheme prioritizes a highly stable CH.
A stable CH has the relative lowest velocity. The velocity of i th CH M i is calculated as follows:
where ΔA i is the rate of change in position of the i th CH. The normalized velocity M n is computed as follows:
where M max is the maximum velocity, and M min is the minimum velocity.
3) Spectrum price: Each CH informs the drivers about the prices of spectrum. Our scheme prioritizes the CH that offers the lowest price. In our work, time is divided into slots of equal duration t. In every slot t, each CH has K channels with probability p k . We assume the probability of spectrum availability is the same for all CHs. Each i th CH leases unused spectrum for drivers in return for an access fee of p i s . Leasing spectrum incurs a cost C s . We assume the truth valuations for spectrum is v s . Clearly, no driver will pay more than his valuation (i.e., p i s ≤ v s ). When drivers are interested in hiring spectrum from CHs that offers a lower price, more drivers are attracted, resulting in price competition among CHs. Although lowering prices makes it difficult for CH's competitors as they are unable to make a profit, it is at the cost of reducing CH's profit. This is a common feature in an oligopoly market, where a buyer sells common goods to a pool of customers. Generally, the Cournot game and the Bertand game are widely used in economics to study and to model competition among sellers for buying goods for clients [35] . In the Bertand game, the clients rent a spectrum from a CH that quotes the lowest price [36] . Therefore, it is more relevant to our spectrum market.
In our model, the competition among CHs is formulated using game theory where CHs are players that interact with each other. The action of i th CH is p i s . The satisfaction level for each CH is a numerical value which is measured using a utility function which is the CHs' profit in our work. The utility function for the i th CH is defined as follows:
This game is symmetric since all CHs have the same strategy set (i.e., set of spectrum prices), and the expected utility of adopting a given strategy depends only on the strategies being adopted, regardless of a CH.
Definition 1: For a game with N CHs, the normal-form representation specifies for each i th CH a set of strategies {P i s } and an expected utility function U (p i s ). In our work, price competition is modeled by a game that is denoted by the tuple [N, {P i s }, U(p i s )]. The strategy for the i th CH is the selected spectrum price p i s which is selected randomly from a price set using an arbitrary distribution function P i s (.). The vector P −i s denotes the vector of all prices for CHs except i th CH. Each CH selects its price randomly from a set of prices using an arbitrary distributed function. Assume E(P i s , P −i s ) denotes the expected utility for the i th CH when it selects P i s strategy and other CHs adopt P −i s . Nash equilibrium (NE) is a strategy where no CH changes its own strategy to gain more profit. The NE for the i th CH can be defined as follows:
If the demand for spectrum is greater than or equal to the available size of spectrum, then CH can rent its spectrum even if it chooses the maximum possible price p i * s . Thus, each CH will select p i * s to maximize its profit. p i * s is unique NE for all CHs when the spectrum demand is greater than supply. Since CHs are willing to maximize their profits, we assume the offered size spectrum is greater than the required size.
Theorem 1: In this game, there is no deterministic strategy NE where spectrum price is selected dynamically based on the utility function.
Proof: In the Bertrand game, each i th CH selects the price p i s deterministically when p k = 1 which is a unique NE pure strategy. However, this strategy is not NE in our game since the expected utility is 0 if the CH offers any price greater the cost of renting spectrum. i th CH attains utility greater than 0 if its bid is above p i s and less than v s since it leases the unused spectrum at least when it is the only CH that has free spectrum, which happens with any positive probability (i.e., p k < 1). Hence, no deterministic strategy profile is a NE when CHs select spectrum prices dynamically. i th CH may lease its spectrum if for each j th CH:
The expected price for i th CH, p i s , is the selected spectrum price for the available spectrum. Let E P is the set of declared prices by CHs and p i h denote the h th expected smallest price of i th CH in E P . Let D r indicates the number of drivers who opt for the lowest prices. j th CH may lease its spectrum if:
Assume F (p j m ) is the probability of offering price p j m . The probability that a CH selects p j m is 1 − F (p j m ). The expected utility for the j th CH is calculated as follows:
For j th CH, under NE, the selected spectrum price should maximize the utility for j th CH and being the optimal response to other CH's prices.
Definition 2: The price competition game is symmetric since all CHs have identical strategy spaces S 1 p = {P 1 s } = S 2 p = {P 2 s } = . . . = S i p = {P i s }) and U (p i s ) = U (p j s ). Thus, the utility function can be used for any CH adopting any strategy regardless of the CH.
The j th CH tries to avoid selecting a price from less profitable set of prices since this price will generate the lowest profit. Expected utility U (p j m ) is the same for all p j m in NE price set (i.e., profitable price set). F (p j m ) can be specified if U (p j m ) is calculated by considering F (v s ). F (v s ) is the probability that p i s ≤ v s which occurs when h or more CHs possess spectrum size N s which is adequate to serve D r drivers. This probability P (K, N s ) is computed as follows: (15) where K is the number of CHs in the VANET, and p N s is the probability that a CH has unused spectrum. Hence, F (v s ) = P (K, N s ). Following is the constant that the j th CH attains for all prices in NE price set (i.e., profitable set):
is computed as follows:
The lowest price L p in NE price is obtained when F (p j m ) = 0 and is calculated as follows:
Thus,
For each CH, the lowest price L p is lower boundary for profitable price set Ҏ. Spectrum price distribution function p j s (0) leads to the above distribution function (F (p j m )) for the h th expected smallest price of CHs' prices. To maximize its profit, a CH should offer a price less than or equal p j m given that a CH has unused spectrum. The probability of offering profitable price P (p j h ) is computed as follows:
The probability that h or more expected prices are offered and they are less than or equal to p j h is computed as follows:
P j s (p j h ) can computed from (21) as follows:
P(p j h ) can be calculated by solving the following equation:
The NE prices are selected according to the following function:
There are many studies of NE existence analysis for the pricing competition problem [37] , [38] . The work in [37] expanded the 2-players game to n-players to find NE. NE satisfies the conditions that Ҏ is a compact convex set in an Euclidean space, P j s (p j m ) is a continuous function on Ҏ, and P j s (p j m ) is a convex function on Ҏ with respect to p j m . Theorem 2: Given the non-price spectrum k ∈ K and p j m ∈ Ҏ, non-cooperative game strategies for N CHs' have NE P(p j h ). Proof: First, for each j th CH,CH, Ҏ is closed interval. Hence,
The expected utility for each price p j m ∈ [L p , v s ] is calculated as follows:
j th CH's utility for price p j x that is less than p j m is (p j x − C s ) which is less than (L p − C s ). Furthermore, if j th CH selects a price p j y ≥ p j m , then the utility is 0. Hence, any spectrum price falls in the [L p , v s ] is the best price. Since, P(p j m ) set in [L p , v s ],is the best strategy for a CH in an NE.
The evaluation value of spectrum price p i n for i th CH is defined as follows:
where p min is the minimum spectrum price, and p max is the maximum predicted price. 4) Service quality analysis: The likelihood of selecting CH increases as the signal quality increases. In our scheme, spectrum quality analysis is used to assess the ability of CH to deliver excellent service in terms of communication.
Delivery ratio is used as in [27] to evaluate the i th channel service quality as follows:
where S n is the count of received packets during the last time window t. The evaluation value of service quality for i th CH is calculated through:
where Š is the size of spectrum (i.e., number of channels) at i th CH.
5)
Reachability: Reachability refers to number of input and output links for a CH. It can be interpreted as sign of CHs' ability to serve the maximum number of nodes in VANET. The reachability of i th CH R i is measured as follows:
where O i is the number of neighbors of the i th CH in a cell, and N v is the total number of nodes in a cell. The likelihood of selecting i th CH as the cluster head increases as its reachability R i gets closer to 1. 6) Centroid: Kalman filtering is used to predicate unknown variables using data about the past behavior of the system (i.e., previous state). In our work, a Kalman filter estimates vehicle position every time a new sample of distances is acquired. A K-means clustering algorithm [28] is used to determine the closest CH to centroid. System state x t at time t is defined as:
x t = E t = (e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , . . . , e k),
where E represents the position vector, and W is the velocity vector. In our work, we assume each vehicle moves at constant velocity between time-steps, the new state x t+1 after time Δt is computed as follows:
Assume the covariance matrixČ t is [k X k] for the Kalman filter. The predicted covariance matrix is calculated as follows:
where ϕ is a state transition matrix, and O t represents the expectation of degradation in the state vector quality. After computing the predicted state vector and covariance matrix, the newly measured distance sample is processed to improve the accuracy of the measurements. We assume the estimated variance of distances R k follows the normal distribution. The measurements and predicted state vector are weighted using covariance matrices. Kalman gain K k is used for assigning weight to the measurements, if the measurements are inaccurate (large variances) when compared to the estimated state vector. Assume the function f (x t ) computes the predicated distances to the centroid. Let D be the Jacobian of f (x t ) and M t+1 be the measurement at time t + 1. Given the "old" a posteriori covariance matrix,Č t , state vector x t , we can compute the "updated" parameters as follows:
The evaluation value of predicted distances to the centroid is defined as follows:
where f (x t ) min is the minimum predicted distance, and f (x t ) max is the maximum predicted distance. 7) Signal strength: Signal strength refers to the signal power at the receiver. The same signal power model that was used in [29] is considered to assess the ability of a CH to provide good QoS for cluster members in term of transmitting data over a wireless medium. The evaluation value of signal strength is calculated as follows:
Here S avg is the average signal strength at neighbors of a CH, and S c is the CH's signal strength at the cluster edge.
3) Fuzzy Integral for Candidate CH Evaluation and Cluster Formation: The cluster formation phase aims to create a cluster for each road in a distributive manner. Nodes make independent decisions for selecting CH using fuzzy integral logic at this phase. Assume the set Ω = {CH 1 , CH 2 , CH 3 , . . . , CH n } represents the set of solutions or alternatives among which the decision maker must choose (i.e., candidate CHs). Let ψ = {C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , . . . , C m } be the finite set of criteria that should be considered for selecting an optimal CH. Each i th CH is associated with a vector V i ∈ Ω whose components v j ∈ ψ ,v j represent the value of the j th attribute to be taken into account in the decision making process. Each j th criterion would correspond to an objective function. Given these criteria, modeling the selection process preferences is realized through an overall utility function:
Such that:
The utility functions, denoted O 1 (CH i ), . . . , O m (CH i ) map each criterion of i th CH to a single satisfaction scale ε ∈ IR. The criteria for each CH need to be aggregated to a single score or rank for i th CH as follows:
Proof: The main concern of the CH selection scheme is selecting the CH with the maximum rank as follows:
Suppose the j th attribute for i th CH increases by Δ where Δ > 0. Because of the assumption of monotone hazard rate, clearly the score for O j (C j + Δ) is greater than O j (C j ). Therefore,
. . , C j + Δ, . . . , O m (C m )) and the selection scheme selects CH that has the maximum rank H(V ). We use a Fuzzy measure to assign weight for each criterion and for any coalition of criteria.
Definition 3: A solution CH i is said to be optimal if there does not exist CH j ∈ Ω such that H(V j ) ≤ H(V i ).
Definition 4: Assume P (C) is the power set of C. A fuzzy measure μ on C is a function: P (C) → [0, 1], satisfying the following axioms [30] , [31] :
Sugeno suggested a new λ-fuzzy measure [30] which satisfies the following properties:
The mapping function similar to that in [30] , [31] for a finite set {c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , . . . , c m } can be written as follows
where H i is fuzzy density and can be written as
. . , c m } and quasi-concave in c i , the optimal choice for a CH:
is nonempty, convex-valued, and upper hemicontinuous. Proof: Generally, every compact space is a continuous image of the compact set. Since H(V i ) is the continuous image of the compact set {c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , . . . , c m }, it is compact and has a maximum. So S(CH) is nonempty. S(CH) is convex because the set of maxima of a quasiconcave function H(V i ) on a convex hull of set {c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , . . . , c m } which is convex also. To show that S(CH)is upper hemicontinuous, we show that for any sequence S(C m ) → CH i such that C m ∈ ψ for all m, we have CH i ∈ Ω. To see this, note that for all m,
LetȦ be the function that represents the value of a particular criteria for the alternatives, while Y is the weight for the criteria.
Sugeno fuzzy integral is used to compute the overall evaluation of CH, similar to [30] - [32] Sugeno fuzzy integral can be expressed as follows:
Definition 5: A vector CH i ∈ Ω is a fuzzy-optimal solution of the CH selection problem if it is a unique optimal solution.
Theorem 5: The CH set generated by the clustering scheme can cover all of the vehicles, and there is at most one CH within each segment.
Proof: The solution for the CH selection problem is optimal selection. A solution CH i ∈ Ω is said to be Pareto-optimal if there exists no alternative solution CH j ∈ Ω that improves some of the objective functions for some criteria without degrading at least another objective function. Thus, CH i ∈ Ω is said to be Pareto-optimal solution of CH selection problem if there exists no other feasible CH j ∈ Ω such that O k (CH j ) ≤ O k (CH i ), ∀ k = 1, . . . , m with strict inequality for at least one criteria k. Hence, for each segment the CH selection algorithm allocates only one CH which can serve all cluster members. The stability of the cluster is defined as the amount of time that the CH can serve all cluster members (i.e., the amount of time that the CH can cover its cell in the road). Reachability is defined as the percentage of nodes that received the message out of the total nodes in the cluster. The reachability is monitored and if a CH fails to cover any location in its cell, another CH should be elected and the cluster setup phase should be launched.
The coverage probability p(S<γ) is the probability that a CH cannot serve a node at distance d and it is computed as follows:
where γ is the minimum detectable signal power, S is the signal power at distance d. We assume the received power S has a Gaussian distribution with mean μ and standard deviation. Road information management algorithm is performed in two phases: cluster formation phase, and data broadcast phase.
At the beginning, each vehicle broadcasts a message including its speed and location information. Once a node receives messages from all neighboring nodes, it generates a table of neighbors. After that, each node elects itself as a CH by broadcasting a message to its neighbors. The message contains the overall evaluation of CH criteria. Each node applies a fuzzy integral approach to the candidates' selection problem. For each road segment, the node with highest overall evaluation becomes the CH. After the creation of the clusters, each road segment is managed by the CH, which is responsible for getting the traffic data from its cluster's nodes and then aggregate them, before sending the aggregates to other CHs and cluster members. We apply Algorithm 1 for cluster construction and road management.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, the performance of the proposed scheme is evaluated. We consider an urban scenario of 10 km ×10 km, where vehicles are distributed randomly over the road, having speeds of 30-60 km/h. We simulated a 2-lane per direction highway. Vehicles are equipped with a Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver. Thus, each vehicle knows its own position and velocity. The two-ray ground model is adopted as the radio propagation model.
Each road is divided into equal cells. For each level of traffic density, the vehicles' speed changes uniformly between 30 km/h (i.e., low speed) and 60 km/h (i.e., high speed).The transmission range is 300 meters. The data rate is set to 6 Mbps, the size of the message including the mobility information is 100 bytes. Assume vehicle arrivals are Poisson distributed with an hourly traffic flow of 1800 veh/h. The simulation runs for 800 seconds.
We assume the probability of selecting any direction is equal at each intersection, for the driver. The parameters chosen for Fig. 2 shows cluster stability as a function of vehicle speed and level of density. As expected, the stability of cluster is maintained under lower values of vehicles' speeds. This is because when a CH speed is low, it can stay at cell for long time. Hence, the resulting architecture of VANET is stable and exhibits long average duration, low average cluster change, and long average rate of CH duration.
Our scheme prefers CHs with the lowest velocity. Fig. 3 shows the evaluation of CH's ability to serve all cluster members as a function of vehicle speed. The mobility of vehicle (speed) clearly appears to have a strong impact on performance of a CH. Thus, this result should be carefully analyzed: real VANET architectures are affected significantly by the speed of vehicles since it determines CH duration. The coverage probability decreases as the speed of vehicles increases. When CH speed is high, it moves away faster from its cluster. In order to maximize CH duration, our scheme prefers CHs with lower speed, higher degree of centrality, and lower velocity.
In our work, the link stability metric indicates the lifetime of the link (i.e., Link connectivity duration) between a vehicle and a CH. It is computed using the proposed model in [46] . From Fig. 4 , we note that if the vehicle density is high then the communication link is stable. Vehicles decrease their speed in congested areas, which increases the link lifetime. However, if vehicle density is low, the link stability between CH and its clients' decreases. Link breakage rate increases as the speed of the vehicle increases.
To study the effect of cluster stability on the performance of VANET, we measure packet loss probability under various values of cluster stability and vehicle density. From Fig. 5 , we notice that as the lifetime of cluster increases, the packet loss probability decreases. From this experiment, we find that using VANET becomes less efficient when CH lifetime is short. Clustering architecture has to be reconfigured if CH leaves a cluster because of high speed and this will significantly increase the message overhead. The dynamic topology of VANET causes cluster collapse and new clusters will be formed. Therefore, traffic will be increased and more bandwidth will be consumed. As a result, packet loss probability will increase significantly. Our scheme mitigates communication overhead by selecting a CH that stays longer at cell and this creates more stable clusters. Fig. 6 shows the effect of varying vehicles' speeds and densities on the average packet delay. It can be seen that the delay increases as the speed and density increase. This is because an increment in the number of vehicles increases the volume of data over VANET. Furthermore, the delay increases with the speed of vehicles due to extra clustering overhead. This is expected because increasing the speed of vehicles increases the number of created clusters and this decreases cluster lifetime. Therefore, a CH will join more clusters during its lifetime, generating more clustering related messages that consume more bandwidth and create additional traffic on VANET. The generated clustering overhead naturally degrades the performance of VANET significantly in terms of packet delay. Spectrum price is one of the most important criteria in determining the CH. High spectrum price may degrade the performance of VANET and increase packet loss rates if the scheme neglects other criteria and gives more weight to price criterion.
In Fig. 7 , we study VANET performance vs. spectrum cost trade-off under different scenarios of spectrum price and vehicles density. In this experiment, we assign the highest weight to spectrum price as it is the most important factor. Fig. 7 depicts that, as the price increases, packet loss probability increases due to neglecting other important factors for selecting CH such as signal strength, reachability, location of CH, …, etc. Hence, spectrum cost should be reduced to enhance the performance of VANET communications in terms of packet loss probability, and spectral efficiency, and this will make it cost-effective to deploy and maintain this network. Fig. 8 shows the effect of varying spectrum prices on the lifetime of VANET. From this figure, we observe that the lifetime decreases as the spectrum price increases. This is because the increment of spectrum prices enforces drivers to select the CH with the lowest prices, and neglects other important heuristics for choosing CH such as speed of vehicle, the reachability, and the location of the vehicle. 
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper emphasizes vehicular network challenges and proposes a novel architecture and incorporated protocols to enhance efficiency and scalability. The CH selection scheme is a key element for efficient clustering mechanisms in VANET, which influences the stability of the network and overall network performance. The longer the life of the selected CHs the more the network stability. An innovative fuzzy-based CH selection scheme is proposed to prolong VANET lifetime. Seven elements were used to select CH for prolonging the network life time, including speed of vehicle, vehicles' velocity, spectrum price, QoS, number of neighbors, centroid, and signal strength. CH selection in VANET involves tuning of several conflicting criteria such as spectrum cost, QoS, and reachability degree. These criteria were taken as criteria parameters for the fuzzy control scheme while ranking a set of candidate nodes to select CHs by evaluating a set of criteria. The fuzzy scheme was then tested within different scenarios. Sugeno fuzzy integral is introduced into the CH selection scheme in order to develop a single criterion for selecting CHs that can positively impact VANET's lifetime, which is one of the key contributions of this work. The spectrum price effects on VANET stability have been discussed.
Game theory was used in our scheme to model price competition among CHs for Attracting customers. From the simulation results, we conclude that the proposed scheme effectively prolongs the lifetime of clusters. In our future work, we will focus on studying the impact of these criteria on QoS of VANET, and also explore automated learning and optimization of fuzzy membership functions using state-of-the-art deep and reinforcement learning, and novel cognitive control-theoretic elasticity approaches [34] . This could be a concrete step towards optimal CH selection schemes in VANETs and Intelligent Transportation Systems.
